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P ACC911, FOUNDED IN 1999, is an umbrella 
organization that partners with more than 100 rescue 
groups throughout Arizona. The nonprofit started out 
with humble beginnings in the Valley, throwing small 
adoption parties that helped find loving homes for 
animals residing at rescue facilities.                                         

      In 2004, PACC911 created The Emergency Medical Fund (EMF) that 
would help assist with veterinary expenses for partnering rescue groups. 
Through fundraising, PACC911 was able to offer each rescue group a 
set amount of money annually to accomplish this and, in 2012, created a 
second fund specifically for animals who were victims of cruelty, abuse 
and extreme medical neglect called Lulu's Angel Fund (LAF).
      During the first year of LAF, PACC911 was able to fund 12 cases, 
but with a lack of funds there were many animals the nonprofit was not 
able to help. (In the five years since the fund's inception, it has helped 
more than 400 animals.) To be able to help these animals, they needed 
secondary help with fundraising—and Rescued Treasures, PACC911's 
secondhand boutique, was conceived in October 2012 to help raise 
money for medical funds.
      President and founder of PACC911, Bari Mears, says LAF has become 
a critical and life-saving program for the animal-rescue community 
giving a second chance to animals who would otherwise be euthanized 
due to the cost of their medical care. “Each animal’s story takes you to 
your knees, and each one has touched my heart in the greatest way that is 
possible.” PACC911 is now a major voice in animal rescue, working with 
legislation and other organizations. To date, PACC911 is now able to fund 
roughly 170 cases per year with the help of Rescued Treasures.
      Rescued Treasures is a magical place where you can find hidden gems 
for your home and closet—while helping save the lives of animals. When 
you walk into the boutique, you will find stylish pieces of clothing to 
complete the perfect outfit, beautiful furniture, handy household items, 
fun accessories and, of course, toys for your furry friends. “Buy a dress 
or buy a pair of shoes, and you are helping the neediest of animals to 
live and have a second chance at life.” PACC911 plans to keep Rescued 
Treasures open and thriving, keeping it a community treasure for years 
to come.
      Other than donating items to Rescued Treasures, PACC911 is always 
looking for volunteers to donate their time. Volunteer to work at the 
store or, if you have a special skill, PACC911 always needs grant writers, 
graphic artists and more. In addition to donating time, PACC911 
welcomes people to open up their homes as foster families for the rescues. 
Mears says one of the greatest needs in animal rescue is finding foster 
homes. Without them, rescues are forced to turn down needy animals. 

There are a plethora of places 
to find beautiful, gently loved 
items at discounted prices in 
the Valley, but there is only 
one place locally where you 
can find the same type of 
items and help save the lives 
of animals in need at the 
same time. 
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